Erase Wrinkles with Innovative Dental Facelift at New Jersey Cosmetic Dentistry Practice

At the New Jersey cosmetic dentistry practice of Aesthetic Smiles of NJ in Morris County, Dr. Edward Romano discusses the newest trend in dentistry: noninvasive wrinkle erasure with a dental facelift. Dr. Romano and his team achieve a more youthful aesthetic by combining traditional methods such as porcelain veneers, crowns, and in some cases, dentures. He adds he can now further improve the results of a dental facelift with BOTOX Cosmetic ® or dermal fillers such as Juvederm™.

Morristown, NJ (Vocus/PRWEB)March 01, 2011 -- New Jersey cosmetic dentist Edward Romano, DDS has been serving the dental needs of his Morris County community for more than 30 years. With the astronomical increase in the popularity of nonsurgical aesthetic enhancement, he and his team at Aesthetic Smiles of NJ discuss the cutting-edge dental facelift and wrinkle erasure made possible by combining a number of cosmetic dentistry procedures, such as porcelain veneers and crowns, as well as BOTOX Cosmetic® or dermal fillers. Dr. Romano adds that with teeth whitening or dental implants, he can provide the smile makeover many of his patients desire and deserve; however, now he can also provide a more youthful, vibrant appearance by combining traditional dentistry with aesthetic enhancement.

While a majority of cosmetic dentistry patients often inquire about the smile makeover, Dr. Romano says many patients are unaware of the cosmetic enhancement possibilities available with the noninvasive dental facelift procedure. Without undergoing a more complex surgical procedure, Dr. Romano says the dental facelift allows him and his team to build out the mid-face area to effectively smooth out wrinkles and provide a younger, more vibrant appearance.

In addition to the wrinkle-erasing capabilities of cosmetic dentistry procedures such as porcelain veneers and crowns, Dr. Romano says the Aesthetic Smiles of NJ team can incorporate the use of BOTOX Cosmetic ® or dermal fillers such as Juvederm™ to further smooth lines and take years off any patient’s face. He adds that while many patients enter his office considering a smile makeover, once he has presented the fact that the dental facelift provides instant gratification, is pain-free, and requires zero recovery, many leave the consultation having realized there are a variety of options available to them. Ultimately, Dr. Romano says it comes down to the individual patient’s expectations and goals: if they desire a more youthful natural enhancement, without the pain and recovery of many surgical procedures, the dental facelift may be the procedure for them.

About Dr. Edward Romano

Edward Romano, DDS earned his dental degree from the Georgetown University School of Dentistry, and has practiced in Morristown, NJ for more than 30 years. He remains committed to safe, effective, cutting-edge dental technology, which is why he pursues a rigorous continuing education schedule throughout the year. Dr. Romano has been featured in a number of news programs, and lectures nationally to dentists at the Annual conference for the American Dental Association. He also teaches cosmetic dentistry at the Aesthetic Advantage Continuum, and is the attending dentist at Morristown Memorial Hospital.

Aesthetic Smiles of New Jersey is located at 310 Madison Ave. in Morristown, NJ 07960, and can be reached at (973) 947-7716, or found online at www.aestheticsmilesofnj.com or the Aesthetic Smiles of New Jersey
Facebook page.
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